The SDSU Wind Tunnel Complex
The wind tunnel complex supports continuous undergraduate activities such as
AE303 and AE403, numerous graduate projects, and some external projects as well.
The facility consists of:
1) Subsonic wind tunnel
2) Supersonic wind tunnel
3) Smoke tunnel
4) Machine shop

INSTRUMENTATION
Six‐component floor mounted balance (specification are listed above)
Six‐component sting balance (specification ???)
6 single component load cells (+‐100lb)
2 six‐component load cells (one +‐100lbs, other +‐ 40lbs)

1 each 48 port mechanical Scanivalve (+‐1.00 psi)
1 each 48 port mechanical Scanivalve (+‐15.00 psi)
1 LaVision 3 dimensional particle image system
All these instrument can be connected to a central computer via a LabView system.
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SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
6” x 6” SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
The San Diego State University wind tunnel was designed and constructed by
Kenney Engineering Corporation and put into operation in 1963. During recent
years, several modifications were introduced into the air pumping, tunnel control,
and instrumentation equipment to keep up with current technology.
The air pumping system consists of a LeRoi/Dresser Model 256S2C 2‐stage air
compressor driven by a 125 hp motor. The compressor can pump the storage
system up to 250 psig. A drying and filtering system is provided which includes both
drying by cooling and drying by absorption. Air storage system consists of a single
5,000 gall tank. Tunnel control system includes a Toshiba EC321 Process Loop
Controller and a quick opening, pneumatically actuated butterfly valve.

The settling chamber contains several damping screens, and probes measuring
stagnation pressure and temperature. The nozzle chamber is designed with
interchangeable, two‐dimensional contoured nozzle blocks made of cast aluminum.
The tunnel is equipped with four complete nozzle block sets for the Mach numbers
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.5. Recently we’ve developed a perforated wall test section for
transonic flow measurements.
The test section of the tunnel, which measures 6” x 6” x 10”, is equipped with a
remotely controlled model support for controlling the angle of attack. The model
holder moves in a pure translation in the vertical direction as the control strut is
moved up and down. The maximum angle of attack is about +/‐ 25 degrees. After
passing through a diffuser, the air flow is discharged into the atmosphere trough a
muffler and then exhausted to the outside of the building.
Test run times depend, of course, on Mach number and the stagnation pressure.
Approximate times are shown in the able below:
Mach Number
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.5

Stagnation Pressure, psi
30
30
70
180

Run Time, Seconds
30
30
20
10

Instrumentation
A 20 cm Schlieren system comprising two optical benches is used to visualize shock
waves in the test section.
A data acquisition system comprising LabView software and a 32‐channel
Scanivalve ZOC system utilizing 15 psi transducers is used for pressure
measurements.
General view of the Supersonic tunnel

Machine Shop and Project support
3 Lathes
2 Milling machines
1 Quick prototype (printer)
Woodshop and composite preparation facility (+ oven)
Costs and Services
Current
$400/hour for Wind tunnel
occupancy $220/hour for model set up
The machine shop is available for model mounting and setup fabrication

